
SPEED QUEEN. WORLD NO.1 IN COMMERCIAL LAUNDRY

SA025 - 25lb/11kg Dryer
SA030 - 30lb/14kg Dryer
SA035 - 35lb/16.5kg Dryer
SA055 - 55lb/23.4kg Dryer
SA075 - 75lb/34kg Dryer

VENDED SINGLE
POCKET TUMBLERS
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Quantum Gold wireless network 
capability
Wireless networking lets you program, monitor, 
audit and diagnose machines from any computer, 
anywhere in the world.

Lucky cycle
Reward customers with a free dry after a 
predetermined number of cycles.

Auto shutdown assistant
Quantum Gold ensures that your laundry closes on 
time, shutting down automatically at a specified time.

Quantum controls
Your business is your business, and you should be 
able to operate it on your terms. The cutting-edge 
Quantum control system from Speed Queen gives 
you the freedom to run your business your way, 
and the power to achieve unprecedented levels of 
profitability.

This revolutionary technology combines equipment 
controls and programming into one full-store 
management system for washers and tumble dryers.

Quantum Gold gives you more control with added 
cycles, automatic shutdown, price modifiers, wireless 
networking and more. And Quantum controls will 
help you adjust your cost structure, reduce your utility 
costs, increase your revenue and ultimately maximise 
your profitability.

DEDICATED TO A HIGHER STANDARD Manage your laundry
Think of Quantum Gold as your store manager. 
With the ability to wirelessly connect your laundry 
machines together, you can program, monitor, audit 
and diagnose your equipment from any internet-
connected computer, anytime and anywhere. With 
auto shutdown, customers can only start wash loads if 
there’s enough time to dry a load before closing. 

Quantum Gold also runs routine diagnostics and 
sends you email notifications for up to 40 warnings 
to manage maintenance expenses. Plus, audit data 
offers in-depth store and revenue reports to optimise 
your financial performance. With fewer employees to 
manage everyday tasks, you can greatly increase your 
profitability.

Fastest, most efficient drying process
Available on models SA025, SA030, SA035 and 
SA055, axial air flow pattern ensures maximum air 
utilisation for labour and energy savings.

Time of day pricing
Customise your price settings according to your traffic 
volume. Charge premiums during busy times or offer 
reduced rates during off-peak hours.

Maximise revenue potential
Optimise your profitability like never before with 
Quantum. Reduce programming and on-site labour 
time with Quantum Gold’s in-depth profit reports, 
which provide store and revenue breakdowns to help 
you make smart, informed businness decisions.
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These 25, 30 and 35 pound microprocessor control 
dryers feature:

•  Air flow pattern designed to achieve maximum 
efficiency, as air enters the rim sealed cylinder from 
the back face and exits through the front lower 
quarter, ensuring load core drying.

•  Gas, steam or electric heated variants. 

This 55 pound microprocessor control gas dryer 
features:

•  Air flow pattern designed to achieve maximum 
efficiency, as air enters the rim sealed cylinder from 
the back face and exits through the front lower 
quarter, ensuring load core drying.

• Gas, steam or electric heated variants.

SA025  SA030  SA035 SA055

Extra-large stainless steel doors and heavy-duty 
hinges ensure these machines will stand up to the 
repeated use of high-traffic vended laundries. Speed 
Queen tumble dryers feature an all-belt drive system, 
which means they’re less noisy and cheaper to 
maintain. Our fine mesh lint screen is self-cleaning, 
depositing lint into a large storage area for easy, once-
per-day removal. Our patented cylinder design allows 
drywall screws to pass through oval perforations, 
preventing damage to the metal surrounding the 
cylinder.
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SA025 SA030  SA035 SA055 SA075
Measurements

Dimensions (H x W x D) 1622 x 711 x 1038 mm 1622 x 711 x 1191 mm 1622 x 800 x 1191 mm 1695 x 876 x 1362 mm 1946 x 981 x 1378 mm

Shipping weight (approx) 151 kg 165 kg 179 kg 216 kg 307 kg

Net weight (approx) 137 kg 150 kg 163 kg 197 kg 279 kg

Dryer drum capacity 217 litres 271 litres 347 litres 491 litres  634 litres

Dryer door opening 576 mm 576 mm 576 mm 683 mm  683 mm

Dryer door hinge Steel Steel Steel Steel Steel

Materials

Cabinet Steel Steel Steel Steel Steel

Cylinder Galvanised (Standard) or
Stainless Steel (Optional)

Galvanised (Standard) or
Stainless Steel (Optional)

Galvanised (Standard) or
Stainless Steel (Optional)

Galvanised (Standard) or
Stainless Steel (Optional)

Galvanised (Standard) or
Stainless Steel (Optional)

Electrical requirements

Electrical requirements  
(with gas heat) 240/50/1 240/50/1 240/50/1 240/50/1 240/50/1

Dryer breaker size  
(with gas heat) 10 10 10 10 15

Dryer AMPS (with gas heat) 3.5 3.5 3.5 5.5 7

Dryer motor horsepower 1/4 cyl and 1/4 fan 1/4 cyl and 1/4 fan 1/4 cyl and 1/4 fan 1/2 cyl and 1/2 fan 3/4 (Rev: 1/3 cyl and 1/3 fan)

Dryer energy use

Gas consumption (megajoules) 67.5  77  95 107.6 174.1

Gas models - per pocket 64,000 Btu/hr 73,000 Btu/hr 90,000 Btu/hr 102,000 Btu/hr  165,000 Btu/hr

Steam models - 100 PSI 135,000 Btu/hr  135,000 Btu/hr 166,000 Btu/hr n/a 210,000 Btu/hr

Electric models 12 kW 21 kW 24 kW 27 kW 30 kW

Operation

Drying cycles 5 5 5  5  5

Cycle indicator light Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Agency approvals

Australian gas approval Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Features

LP conversion kit Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Appearance

Finish Painted Textured Steel
(Standard) or Smooth

Stainless Steel (Optional)

Painted Textured Steel
(Standard) or Smooth

Stainless Steel (Optional)

Painted Textured Steel
(Standard) or Smooth

Stainless Steel (Optional)

Painted Textured Steel
(Standard) or Smooth

Stainless Steel (Optional)

Painted Textured Steel
(Standard) or Smooth

Stainless Steel (Optional)

Colour White or White with
Stainless Steel Front

White or White with
Stainless Steel Front

White or White with
Stainless Steel Front

White or White with
Stainless Steel Front

White or White with
Stainless Steel Front

Location of controls Front Front Front Front Front

SPECIFICATIONS

This 75 pound microprocessor control gas dryer 
features:

•  Gas, steam or electric heated variants. 

Speed Queen is leading the vended industry by 
offering ever increasing size options in tumblers.

•  Attract customers with King size bedding and 
doonas/duvets.

•  Take advantage of huge drum volume to reduce 
wrinkling and creasing of garments.

SA075
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